SOLID WASTE

OBJ. 1

GOAL

ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Maui will minimize the volume of solid waste that
enters the regional landfills.

Maui will minimize the volume of solid waste that
enters landfills by transforming wastes into
productive products and minimizing land filling

Maui will minimize the volume of solid waste that
enters the regional landfills.
GPAC recommendation

574

More holistic approach to solid waste management
planning and adequate funding to effectively meet
future needs.

Regularly update and publicize the Integrated Solid
Waste Master Plan (ISWMP) every five years.
Strengthen inter-agency coordination including
Planning and Environmental Management
departments.

Strengthen inter-agency coordination.

POLICIES

Monitor and publicize the effectiveness of waste
reduction plan.

Make the county government a model for zero waste.

Provide strategies to address commercial, industrial,
and residential waste disposal needs in a timely
manner.

ACTIONS

Delete; see CIP chapter

576

Delete; see CIP chapter

577

578

Make the county government a model for waste
reduction.

Delete; see CWPP #I.3. action b

579

Provide strategies to address commercial, industrial,
and residential waste disposal needs.

Delete; too broad

580

Delete; see # 584

581

Eliminate future active, unlined landfill cells.

582

Eliminate future active, unlined landfill cells.

2/22/2010

575

Monitor and publicize the effectiveness of the
Integrated Solid Waste Master Plan (ISWMP) waste
reduction plan.

Include a funding plan in the ISWMP to address solid
waste disposal capacity.

Implement the ISWMP through programs/
improvements/upgrades of solid waste management
system and the Capital Improvement Project (CIP)
budget in a timely manner.

A more holistic approach to solid waste
management planning to effectively meet future
needs.
GPAC recommendation

Implement the ISWMP through programs/
improvements/upgrades of the solid waste
management system and the Capital Improvement
Project (CIP) budget in a timely manner.
GPAC recommendation

PLANNING COMMITTEE

584

1

SOLID WASTE
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

Regularly update waste generation, reuse, recycling,
and disposal data for monitoring and implementation
purposes.

DIRECTOR

NO.

Regularly update waste generation, reuse, recycling,
and disposal data for monitoring and implementation
purposes.
GPAC recommendation

585

Implement a “zero waste” policy for the County
government.

Delete; CWPP #I.3. action b

586

Educate the public about the importance and cost
savings of solid waste reduction.

Delete; see # 596

587

Require residents and commercial enterprises that
generate waste to pay a fair proportion of disposal
costs.
GPAC recommendation
Move to policy under objective 2.

588

Delete; see # 584

589

Require residents and commercial enterprises that
generate waste to pay a fair proportion of disposal
costs.

Implement operation and capital improvements
(beyond the ISWMP scope) as identified in current
and future plans and the County CIP.
Divert at least 60% of solid waste from the Island’s
landfills.

Adopt programs to increase diversion of solid waste
from the Island’s landfills.

PLANNING COMMITTEE

Prolong the life of existing landfills.

OBJ. 2

590

Increase recycling, reuse, and reduction of solid waste.

Delete; see # 595 and # 599

592

Expand waste diversion and recycling programs
throughout the island, including used
appliances/furniture/other household item; and plastic,
glass, cardboards, green-waste, and other recyclable
materials.

Delete; see # 595 and # 599

593

Encourage waste-to-energy solutions.

Delete; see # 595

594

Reduce the solid waste generated by packaging, food
service products, home construction waste, etc.

Reduce the solid waste generated by packaging, food
service products, and home construction waste.

595

2/22/2010

2

SOLID WASTE
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Educate residents and visitors about the impacts of and
methods to reduce, reuse, and recycle.
GPAC recommendation

596

Delete; see # 582

597

Implement a comprehensive, curbside recycling
program.
GPAC recommendation

599

Develop regulations, programs, and/or incentives to:
a. Increase recycling of used appliances/
furniture/electrical/components/clothing
other household items and recyclable
materials;
b. Increase the number of composting
centers;
c. Reduce solid wastes generated by
packaging, food service products, home
construction waste, etc;
d. Construct materials recovery facilities
(MRFs) including a facility in Central
Maui, in accordance with the ISWP, and
investigate a cost-recovery fee to meet
funding needs; and
e. Prohibit slow degradable materials, e.g.,
styrofoam.

600

Develop public outreach/education/incentive programs
to increase awareness to reduce, reuse, and recycle.

Develop public outreach/education/incentive programs
to increase awareness to reduce, reuse, and recycle.
GPAC recommendation

601

Develop a waste-to-energy program

Prepare a study to assess the feasibility of a future
waste to energy program.

602

Prepare a study to assess the feasibility of developing
a landfill in West Maui.

603

Identify and develop a recycling facility at appropriate
location in West Maui.

604

Educate residents and visitors about the impacts of and
methods to reduce, reuse, and recycle.

Discourage the disposal of landfill leachate by
diversion to wastewater treatment plants.

ACTIONS

Implement a comprehensive, color-coded curbside
recycling program.

Develop regulations, programs, and/or incentives to:
a. Increase recycling of used appliances/
furniture/electrical/components/clothing
other household items and recyclable
materials;
b. Increase the number of composting centers;
c. Reduce solid wastes generated by
packaging, food service products, home
construction waste, etc;
d. Create/support partnerships to construct
materials recovery facilities (MRFs)
including a facility in Central Maui, in
accordance with the ISWP, and investigate a
cost-recovery fee to meet funding needs; and
e. Prohibit the use of non-degradable materials,
e.g. Styrofoam.

2/22/2010

Develop regulations, programs, and/or incentives to:
a. Increase recycling of used appliances/
furniture/electrical/components/clothing
other household items and recyclable
materials;
b. Increase the number of composting centers;
c. Reduce solid wastes generated by packaging,
food service products, home construction
waste, etc;
d. Create/support partnerships to construct
materials recovery facilities (MRFs)
including a facility in Central Maui, in
accordance with the ISWP, and investigate a
cost-recovery fee to meet funding needs; and
e. Discourage the use of non-degradable
materials, e.g. Styrofoam.

PLANNING COMMITTEE

3

WASTEWATER
MPC

DIRECTOR

GOALS

GPAC
Maui will have wastewater systems that comply with
or exceed State and Federal regulations; meet levels
of service needs; provide adequate capacity to
accommodate projected demand; ensure
efficient/effective and environmentally sensitive
operation; and maximize wastewater reuse where
feasible.

An efficient, effective, and environmentally sound
wastewater system.

OBJ. 1

ITEM

A wastewater planning program capable of
efficiently providing timely and adequate capacity
to service projected demand.

Plan for future wastewater facilities.
606

POLICIES

Focus the expansion of wastewater systems to
accommodate planned growth consistent with the MIP
Directed Growth Strategy.

Plan to establish new wastewater treatment plant(s)
outside the tsunami zone.

Strengthen inter-agency coordination to achieve
system efficiency and effectiveness.

ACTIONS

Implement the functional plan in a timely manner
through programs/improvements/upgrades of system
components and the Capital Improvement Program
(CIP) budget.

Implement the functional plan through
programs/improvements/upgrades of system
components and the Capital Improvement Program
(CIP) budget.

Prepare a site selection study, financing program, and
operational/ phasing plan for the development of a
new Central Maui wastewater treatment facility.

Arrange for the re-routing of sewer lines and the
development of appropriate pumping capabilities.

2/22/2010

PLANNING COMMITTEE

605

Regularly update a Maui Island wastewater functional
(master) plan concurrently with the Maui Island Plan
update.
Focus the expansion of wastewater systems to
accommodate planned growth in an orderly manner
within the Urban and Rural Growth Boundaries.

NO.

Delete – Covered in Action #2

Delete; redundant with chapter 9 CIP

607

Focus the expansion of wastewater systems to
accommodate planned growth consistent with the MIP
Directed Growth Strategy.
MPC recommendation

608

Establish new wastewater treatment plant(s) outside
the tsunami zone.
GPAC recommendation

609

Delete; redundant with chapter 9 CIP

610

Delete; redundant with chapter 9 CIP

611

Prepare a site selection study, financing program, and
operational/ phasing plan for the development of a new
Central Maui wastewater treatment facility.
GPAC recommendation

612

Delete; see # 612

613

4

WASTEWATER
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Delete; redundant with chapter 9 CIP

614

Adequate levels of wastewater service with minimal
environmental impacts.
GPAC recommendation

615

Delete; required by Clean Water Act

616

Require tertiary treatment for all municipal
wastewater that is disposed through deep injection
wells.

Require tertiary treatment for all municipal
wastewater that is disposed through deep injection
wells.
GPAC recommendation

617

Pursue improvements and upgrades to the County’s
existing wastewater collection, treatment, and reuse
facilities consistent with current/future plans and the
County’s CIP.

Improve and upgrade the County’s existing
wastewater collection, treatment, and reuse facilities
consistent with current/future plans and the County’s
CIP.

618

Maintain an ongoing sewer inspection program for
public and private multi-user systems to identify
potential problems and forecast each system’s residual
life.

Maintain an ongoing sewer inspection program for
public and private multi-user systems to identify
potential problems and forecast each system’s residual
life.
GPAC recommendation

619

Delete; redundant with chapter 9 CIP

620

Delete
MPC recommendation

621

OBJ. 2

Continue to implement operational improvements as
identified in current and future plans and the County
CIP.
Adequate levels of wastewater service with minimal
environmental impacts.

POLICIES

Meet or exceed all State and Federal standards
regulating wastewater disposal or reuse.

Require all new developments to fund system
improvements in proportion to the development
impact and in accordance with the County’s
wastewater functional plan.
Require a sinking fund to adequately maintain/replace
aging wastewater system components.

2/22/2010

DELETE

PLANNING COMMITTEE

5

WASTEWATER

ACTIONS

ITEM

GPAC

MPC

Implement the following to ensure effective/safe
multi-user wastewater treatment systems:
a. Amend County regulations/plans to ensure
adequate operating procedures, treatment
standards, and monitoring programs;
b. Establish treatment and capacity
requirements suitable for the required level of
service/use; and
c. Require financial assurance including bonds,
if private, to provide for the following:
1. Repair, removal, or replacement of
any system components reaching
the end of intended service life.
2. Enforcement of other needed
corrective action(s) or
guaranteeing uninterrupted
operation in case of bankruptcy,
abandonment, or any other default
on financial obligation.

Expand sewer system inspection program(s) to achieve
timely preventive maintenance, identify/replace
defective/deteriorated pipes, and determine funding
needs for system upkeep.

OBJ. 3

Conduct and implement technical studies to identify
the appropriate level of service and potential funding
approaches/mechanisms with the intent to augment the
funding available for ongoing upgrade/maintenance of
the wastewater system.
Greater reuse of wastewater for landscape
planting, agriculture, and other non-potable uses.

2/22/2010

Conduct and implement technical studies to identify
appropriate level of service and potential funding
mechanisms to augment the funding available for
ongoing upgrade/maintenance of the wastewater
system.

DIRECTOR

NO.

Implement the following to ensure effective/safe
multi-user wastewater treatment systems:
a. Amend County regulations/plans to ensure
adequate operating procedures, treatment
standards, and monitoring programs;
b. Establish treatment and capacity
requirements suitable for the required level
of service/use; and
c. Require private treatment plants to provide
financial assurance, including bonds, for
the following:
1. Repair, removal, or replacement
of any system components
reaching the end of intended
service life; and
2. Enforcement of other needed
corrective action(s) or
guaranteeing uninterrupted
operation in case of bankruptcy,
abandonment, or any other
default on financial obligation.

622

Delete; see # 622 and # 619

623

Delete; redundant with chapter 9 CIP

624

Increase the reuse of wastewater from __% to
__%.

PLANNING COMMITTEE

625

6

WASTEWATER

ACTIONS

POLICIES

ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Strengthen coordination between the Department of
Water Supply and the Department of Environmental
Management’s Wastewater Division to promote reuse/
recycling of wastewater.

Strengthen coordination between the Department of
Water Supply and the Department of Environmental
Management’s Wastewater Division to promote reuse/
recycling of wastewater.
GPAC recommendation

Expand the reuse of wastewater from the Central
Maui, Kihei, Lahaina, and other wastewater systems in
accordance with the County’s wastewater reuse plans/
policies and the Water Use & Development Plan.

Move to action

Expand the reuse of wastewater from the Central
Maui, Kihei, Lahaina, and other wastewater systems.

Promote greater use, where appropriate, of recycled
wastewater/grey water in an efficient, safe, and
environmental sound manner.

Delete – Addressed in Policy #2

Delete; see # 627, # 630, and # 631

628

Strive to reclaim and reuse all treated wastewater.

Delete; see # 625, # 627, # 630, and # 631

629

Identify potential new users of treated effluent and
implement the necessary improvements to supply this
water through the County CIP.

Identify potential new users of treated effluent and
implement the necessary improvements to supply this
water through the County CIP.
GPAC recommendation

630

Amend County regulations to allow for the use of grey
water for approved purposes.

Amend County regulations to allow for the use of grey
water for approved purposes.
GPAC recommendation

631

Create education, marketing, and incentive programs
that promote the reuse/recycling of wastewater.

632

General Infrastructure Policy:
Require a regular reporting mechanism for the status
of private infrastructure and financial assurance to
ensure enforcement of needed corrective action(s) or
uninterrupted operation in case of bankruptcy,
abandonment, or any other default on financial
obligation.

Move to chapter 9 CIPS

633

Expand the reuse of wastewater from the Central
Maui, Kihei, Lahaina, and other wastewater systems in
accordance with the County’s wastewater reuse plans/
policies and the Water Use & Development Plan.

Delete; see # 627

634

Develop public/private partnerships to create
education, marketing, and incentive programs that
promote the reuse/recycling of wastewater.

2/22/2010

PLANNING COMMITTEE

626

627

7

WATER
MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Maui will protect its water resources; and sustainably
manage reliable sources of clean water for all uses
and a system of water catchment, storage,
transmission, and distribution that is managed in an
efficient, safe, and environmentally sound manner.

An environmentally sustainable, reliable, safe, and
efficient water system.

More holistic approach to water resources planning
to effectively protect, recharge, and manage water
resources including watersheds, groundwater,
streams, and aquifers.

More holistic approach to water resources
planning.

Recognize that water is a public trust resource and
decisions on its use must be made consistent with the
MIP and the State Water Code.

Recognize that water is a public trust resource and
decisions on its use must be made consistent with the
MIP and the State Water Code.
GPAC recommendation

637

Ensure that the Water Use and Development Plan
(WUDP) implement the MIP’s goals, objectives, and
policies.

Ensure that the Water Use and Development Plan
(WUDP) implements the MIP’s goals, objectives, and
policies.
GPAC recommendation

638

Regularly update the WUDP.

Delete; covered in chapter 9 CIPS

639

Delete; see 7.1.2 Action 2
MPC recommendation

640

Delete; see # 642

641

Ensure that the County’s Capital Improvement Plan
for water source development is consistent with the
Water Use and Development Plan and the MIP.
GPAC recommendation

642

Delete – in Watershed Sub-Element

Delete; see# 649
MPC recommendation

643

Delete – in Watershed Sub-Element

Delete; see 2.3.1.b
MPC recommendation

644

POLICIES

GOAL

GPAC

OBJ. 1

ITEM

Support the Agricultural Water Use and Development
Plan as it applies to Maui County and where it is
consistent with the MIP.

635

Delete – In Land Use Element

Ensure that all source development, improvements,
and upgrades to the island’s existing water supply
infrastructure are consistent with the MIP policies.
Ensure that the County’s Capita Improvement Plan for
water source development is consistent with the Water
Use and Development Plan.

Support the allocation of water as prescribed in the
Water Use and Development Plan and applicable laws.
Promote the mauka to makai flow in Maui’s streams.

2/22/2010

PLANNING COMMITTEE

636

8

WATER
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Protect instream uses and ensure that native Hawaiian
rights are protected by providing water for Hawaiian
Homelands, domestic use for settlement of kuleana
lands by native Hawaiians, and traditional and
customary rights.

Delete – In Watershed Sub-Element

Delete; see # 177
MPC recommendation

645

Manage the amount of water withdrawn from aquifers
and other groundwater sources to ensure sustainable
yields, the long-term health and sustainability of the
resource.
GPAC recommendation

646

Retain and expand public ownership and management
of watersheds and fresh water systems.
GPAC recommendation

647

Encourage and improve data exchange and
coordination among Federal/State/County/private land
use planning and water resource management
agencies.

Encourage and improve data exchange and
coordination among Federal/State/County/private land
use planning and water resource management
agencies.
GPAC recommendation

648

Implement the Water Use and Development Plan.

Implement the Water Use and Development Plan.
GPAC recommendation

649

Delete; see land use 7.1.2 action 2

650

Develop site selection studies for water storage/supply
facilities for each community plan area.

Develop site selection studies for water storage/supply
facilities for each community plan area.
GPAC recommendation

651

Prepare and implement a plan to identify and prioritize
infrastructure requirements needed to accommodate
non-potable water for irrigation.

Prepare and implement a plan to identify and prioritize
infrastructure requirements needed to accommodate
non-potable water for irrigation.
GPAC recommendation

652

Manage the amount of water withdrawn from aquifers
and other groundwater sources to ensure sustainable
yields, the long-term health, and sustainability of the
resource.

Retain and expand public ownership and management
of watersheds and fresh water systems on the island.

ACTIONS

Implement the Agricultural Water Use and
Development Plan as it applies to Maui County, and
where it is consistent with the MIP.

Delete – In Watershed Sub-Element

Delete – In Land Use Element

Coordinate with the State to establish instream flow
standards.

Delete – In Watershed Sub-Element

Delete; see # 176, and # 180

653

Develop a program for regular coordination meetings
among Federal/State/County/private land use planning
and water resource management agencies.

Delete - redundant

Delete; see chapter 9 CIPS

654

2/22/2010

PLANNING COMMITTEE

9

WATER
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Work with the State to resolve and implement native
Hawaiian water rights.

Delete – In Cultural Resource Sub-Element

Delete; see # 177

655

Work with the State to set standards for the amount of
water withdrawn from aquifers and other groundwater
sources to ensure the long-term health and
sustainability of the resource.
GPAC recommendation

656

Delete; see # 196, # 198, # 199, and # 200

657

Produce an annual evaluation of the state of available
water resources on the island.
GPAC recommendation

658

Delete; see # 649, # 651, and # 670

659

Prepare a study comparing the sustainable yields of the
East Maui streams and aquifers to the potential needs
for these waters.

660

Work with the State to set standards for the amount of
water withdrawn from aquifers and other groundwater
sources to ensure the long-term health and
sustainability of the resource.

Implement a program to remove invasive alien species
from watershed forests and plant species native to the
specific area.

Delete – In Wildlife and Natural Areas Sub-Element

Produce an annual evaluation of the state of available
water resources on the Island.

POLICIES

OBJ. 2

The County shall develop new water sources for the
benefit of all of the people of Maui County.

Meet the island’s water needs economically, reliably,
and efficiently.

Meet and balance the island’s water needs.

Ensure the efficiency of all water system elements
including well and stream intakes, water catchment,
transmission lines, reservoirs, and all other system
infrastructure.

Increase the efficiency and capacity of the water
systems.

661

Ensure the efficiency of all water system elements
including well and stream intakes, water catchment,
transmission lines, reservoirs, and all other system
infrastructure.
GPAC recommendation

662

Provide sufficient and economical water for
agriculture use.

Delete – In Land Use Element

Delete – In Land Use Element

663

Maximize the efficiency of using potable and nonpotable water sources.

Delete – Incorporated into Policy #6, Policy #4 and
Policy #1

Delete – Incorporated into Policy #6, Policy #4 and
Policy #1; see # 662, and # 665

664

2/22/2010

PLANNING COMMITTEE

10

WATER
ITEM

GPAC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Maximize the efficient use of reclaimed wastewater to
serve non-potable needs and displace potable water
use.

Maximize the efficient use of reclaimed wastewater to
serve non-potable needs.

665

Work with appropriate State and County agencies to
achieve a balance in resolving the needs of water users
in keeping with the water allocation priorities of the
MIP.

Delete; see # 660

666

Ensure energy efficiency, conservation, and adequate
resources for all County water treatment, supply, and
distribution systems.

Delete; see # 662

667

Ensure water conservation through education,
incentives, and regulations.
GPAC recommendation

668

Delete – Incorporated into Policy #6

Delete – Incorporated into Policy #6

Delete; chapter 9

669

Acquire and develop additional sources of potable
water.
GPAC recommendation

670

Improve public water system design to increase
economical and reliable water delivery.

Delete; see # 662

671

Develop and adopt water system design standards to
determine adequacy of water supply.

Delete; see chapter 9 CIPS

672

Develop programs to increase the efficiency of all
water system elements.
GPAC recommendation

673

Prepare a study comparing the sustainable yields of the
East Maui streams and aquifers to the potential needs
for these waters.

Moved to # 660

674

Develop required infrastructure to utilize reclaimed
wastewater.

Delete; see #652, # 665, and # 670

675

Ensure energy efficiency of all County water
treatment, supply, and distribution systems.

Ensure water conservation through education,
installations, incentives, and regulations.

Ensure adequate resources to maintain and improve all
public water systems.

ACTIONS

Acquire and develop additional sources of potable
water.

Develop programs to increase the efficiency of all
water system elements.

2/22/2010

MPC

PLANNING COMMITTEE

11

WATER
ITEM

GPAC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Develop, adopt, and implement a water source
development siting standards that implements the MIP
Directed Growth Strategies and WUDP.

Develop, adopt, and implement water source
development siting standards that implement the MIP
Directed Growth Strategies and WUDP.
GPAC recommendation

676

Revise the County regulations to require high
efficiency/ low flow plumbing fixtures in new
construction.

Revise County regulations to require high efficiency/
low flow plumbing fixtures in existing structures and
new construction.

677

Delete
MPC recommendation

678

Identify and develop viable, renewable, energy
generation options to serve DWS needs.

Identify and develop renewable energy systems to
serve the Department of Water Supply.

679

Develop a water rate structure that encourages
conservation and discourages the excessive use of
water.

Develop a water rate structure that encourages
conservation.

680

Amend the landscaping regulations to promote water
conservation.

Develop xeriscaping regulations to promote water
conservation.

681

Expand educational programs to promote water
conservation, watershed stewardship, and groundwater
protection.

Delete; see # 668

682

POLICIES

OBJ. 3

Implement aggressive conservation programs to
retrofit existing fixtures and buildings.

MPC

Delete – Intent unclear – Also covered under Action
#6

Improve water quality through enhanced resource
protection and properly maintained delivery
systems.

Improved monitoring of public and private water
systems.

683

Meet or exceed State and Federal water quality
standards for drinking water.

Meet or exceed State and Federal water quality
standards for public drinking water systems.

Delete; Already law

684

Support the preservation, protection, and restoration of
watershed.

Delete – in Watershed Sub-Element

See # 171, # 176, # 180, # 167, and # 168
MPC recommendation

685

Restore native Hawaiian forests to invite and capture
precipitation, retain water to replenish aquifers,
maintain base flow in streams, prevent erosion and
flooding, and maintain stream water quality.

Delete – In Watershed Sub-Element

Delete; see # 163, and # 164

686

2/22/2010

PLANNING COMMITTEE

12

WATER
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Delete; see # 141, # 146, and # 150

687

Delete – in Watershed Sub-Element

Delete; see # 98, # 99, # 128, and # 129

688

Actively restore and increase watershed areas by using
plants native to the specific area.

Delete – in Watershed Sub-Element

Delete; see # 163, and # 164

689

Conduct and adopt a study that identifies degraded
forest land and establishes necessary corrective/
restoration measures, as well preventive measures.

Delete – in Watershed Sub-Element

Delete; see #127, # 190, and # 195

690

Implement DWS well head protection program to
protect the water quality of public and private wells.
GPAC recommendation

691

Delete; see # 683

692

Protect surface and groundwater sources from
pollutants.

ACTIONS

Amend County regulations to protect surface and
groundwater sources by avoiding, minimizing, and
mitigating potential environmental impacts, with
strong emphasis on avoidance/minimization
respectively.

Implement DWS well head protection program to
protect the water quality of public and private wells.

Improve the monitoring of public and private water
quality/quantity and report results to consumers; report
water that falls below standards immediately.

2/22/2010

Improve the monitoring of public and large private
water quality/quantity and report results to consumers;
report water that falls below standards immediately.

PLANNING COMMITTEE

13

TRANSPORTATION

POLICIES

OBJ. 1

GOAL

ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Maui will have an interconnected, efficient, and well
maintained, multimodal transportation system for all
public and commercial users.

An interconnected, efficient, and well maintained,
multimodal transportation system.

More integrated island-wide transportation and
land use planning program that reduces congestion
and promotes a more efficient (transit-friendly)
land use pattern.

More integrated island-wide transportation and
land use planning program that reduces
congestion and promotes more efficient (transitfriendly) land use patterns.
GPAC recommendation

694

Plan for an integrated multi-modal transportation
system comprised of public transit, bicycle, pedestrian,
automobile, and other transportation modes.

Plan for an integrated multi-modal transportation
system comprised of public transit, bicycle,
pedestrian, automobile, and other transportation
modes.
GPAC recommendation

695

Support the establishment of a Metropolitan
Planning Organization (MPO).

696

Refocus transportation investment from the
construction of additional roadways for the
automobile to the expansion of a multi-modal
transportation system.
GPAC recommendation

697

Delete; see chapter 9 CIPS

698

693

Refocus transportation investment from the
construction of additional roadways for the automobile
to the expansion of a multi-modal transportation
system.

Increase inter-agency coordination and improve data
sharing among the Count, State, Federal, and other
public or private transportation agencies to ensure
efficient/effective implementation.
Encourage a mix of uses in urban and rural towns,
commercial centers, and employment centers to
facilitate walking, bicycling, and horseback riding.

Delete – In Directed Growth Element

Delete; see 7.3.2.a-d, 7.3.2.g, and # 695
MPC recommendation

699

Encourage self-sufficient communities by directing
work-force housing development to job rich/housing
deficient areas and ensure necessary community
services/facilities are available.

Delete – in Land Use Element

Delete; see 7.3.2.c, # 703, and # 1092
MPC recommendation

700

2/22/2010
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TRANSPORTATION
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Encourage additional employment opportunities,
commercial, and public facilities within walking
distance to housing rich areas to reduce or shorten
trips.

Delete – In Directed Growth Element

Delete; see 7.3.2.c and # 703
MPC recommendation

701

Promote and facilitate multi-modal movement (e.g.
walking, biking, automobile, bus, ferries, and other
public transit) within and between regions.

Delete – In Directed Growth Element

Delete; see # 694, # 695, and # 703
MPC recommendation

702

Delete – In Directed Growth Element

Plan for strategically located Transit Oriented
Development (TOD) areas along major transit routes
to accommodate a mix of uses (residential, retail,
office, open space, and public uses) in a walkable
environment.
GPAC recommendation

703

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

704

Develop an MPO to serve Maui’s transportation
needs.

705

Plan for strategically located Transit Oriented
Development (TOD) areas along major transit routes
to accommodate a mix of uses (residential, retail,
office, open space, and public uses) in a walkable
environment.

ACTIONS

Work with the State to develop, adopt, and regularly
update a comprehensive island-wide multi-modal
transportation plan.

Develop and implement in a timely manner
appropriate transportation system management (e.g.
synchronization of traffic signals) and transportation
demand management programs (e.g. park & ride
facilities/ carpooling/vanpooling) in accordance with
the Comprehensive Long Range Multi-modal Plan.

Develop and implement appropriate transportation
system management and transportation demand
management programs.

Amend zoning and other regulations and provide
incentives to implement TOD.

Amend zoning and other regulations and provide
incentives to implement TOD.
GPAC recommendation

707

Revise the Subdivision Ordinance to require
developers, where appropriate, to integrate sidewalks,
pathways, bikeways, and transit infrastructure into
new commercial and residential projects, while
enhancing community character.

Revise the Subdivision Ordinance to require
developers, where appropriate, to integrate
sidewalks, pathways, bikeways, and transit
infrastructure into new commercial and residential
projects, while enhancing community character.
GPAC recommendation

708

Develop and implement a public education program to
increase drivers’ awareness of pedestrians and
bicyclists and promote driving safety.

2/22/2010

Delete

Delete; part of driver’s licensing required
MPC recommendation

PLANNING COMMITTEE

706

709

15

TRANSPORTATION

OBJ. 2

ITEM

GPAC

MPC

Safer and more efficient, interconnected roadway
and pedestrian networks that meet current and
future needs.

Ensure that the roadway and pedestrian facilities
design/level-of-service standards emphasize safety,
efficiency, connectivity, and pedestrian comfort.

Safe, interconnected roadway, bicycle, and
pedestrian network.

Ensure that the roadway and pedestrian facilities
design/level-of-service standards emphasize safety,
efficiency, connectivity, and pedestrian comfort
consistent with community plans.

Prioritize transportation improvements list to costeffectively meet existing/future needs consistent with
the MIP.

POLICIES

DIRECTOR

Ensure roadway and pedestrian facilities design and
level-of-service standards respect the unique
character of our communities.

NO.

710

711

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

712

Require new development, where appropriate, to
integrate sidewalks, pathways, bikeways, and transit
infrastructure into new commercial and residential
projects.
GPAC recommendation

713

Require new development, where appropriate, to
integrate sidewalks, pathways, bikeways, and transit
infrastructure into new commercial and residential
projects.

Delete – Covered in Objective #1 and in Land Use
Element

Ensure that traffic calming principles are incorporated
into the street design standards and appropriate
measures are applied in appropriate locations to ensure
safety.

Ensure that traffic calming principles are incorporated
into the street design standards.

Ensure that traffic calming principles are
incorporated into street design standards.

Identify and improve hazardous and substandard
sections of roadways and drainage infrastructure.

Identify and improve hazardous and substandard
sections of roadways, bridges, and drainage
infrastructure.

Identify and improve hazardous and substandard
sections of roadways and bridges, provided that the
historical integrity of the roads and bridges are
protected.

715

Ensure concurrency of street and multi-modal
transportation improvements with new development.

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

716

Regularly update the bikeway functional plan.

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

717

Encourage employers to implement TDM strategies.

Move to Objective 1
GPAC recommendation

718

Encourage utilization of old road remnants in County
open space and bikeway/pathway plans.

Identify, acquire, and utilize abandoned right-ofways for bikeways, pedestrian pathways and open
space networks.

719

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

720

C
T
I
O
N

Develop and adopt level-of-service/design standards
for roadway, bicycles, and pedestrian systems.

2/22/2010

PLANNING COMMITTEE

714

16

TRANSPORTATION
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Develop a capital improvement plan and implement
applicable transportation improvements (Policy 2) in
accordance with the MIP and the comprehensive
island-wide multi-modal transportation plan.

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

721

Implement the Upcountry Greenway Master Plan
(2004), and other approved greenway plans, consistent
with the MIP and the County/State transportation
plans.

Implement the Upcountry Greenway Master Plan
(2004), and other approved greenway plans,
consistent with the MIP.

722

Require new developments to provide the following:
Dedication of rights-of way in accordance with the
Maui Long Range Land Transportation Plan or its
subsequent updates (comprehensive island-wide multimodal transportation plan); and
Transportation improvements needed for each phase of
development at the time prior to or when the
development is operational.

Develop and adopt regulations to require
developments to dedicate right-of-way consistent
with State and County transportation plans.

Study the feasibility of HOV-lanes approach within
major arterials and implement it as feasible.

Study the feasibility of HOV-lanes within or
adjacent to major arterials.
More appropriate as an action under objective 1

724

Regularly optimize traffic signal timing and
coordination to reduce travel time and delay.

Optimize traffic signal timing and coordination to
reduce travel time and delay.
More appropriate as an action under objective 1

725

Establish additional park-n-ride facilities in key
locations.

Establish additional park-n-ride facilities in key
locations.
More appropriate as an action under objective 1

726

Implement the pedestrian and bikeway plans (current
and future) including a network of bikeways that is
safe, accessible, continuous, and serve bicyclists’
needs.

Implement pedestrian and bikeway plans.

723

727

OBJ. 3

Rapidly proceed to repair / rebuild bridges that are in
danger of failing consistent with community desires.
An Island-wide multi-modal transportation system
that is designed to better respect and enhance the
natural environment, scenic views, and community
character.

2/22/2010

PLANNING COMMITTEE

Delete; see # 715

728

An island-wide multi-modal transportation
system that respects and enhances each
community’s character.

729

17

TRANSPORTATION
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Ensure that roadway and transit alignments respect
the natural environment and scenic views.

730

Ensure that roadways, particularly in rural areas and
small towns, reflect and enhance community character.

Ensure that roadways and transit systems in rural
areas and small towns enhance community character.

731

Provide adequate right-of-ways to allow for scenic
pullouts and passing lanes.

Delete; see # 251, # 254, and # 255

732

Establish and protect scenic roadway corridors (see
Heritage Scenic Resources section).

Delete; see # 227 - # 235

733

POLICIES

Ensure that roadway alignments and grades
compliment the surrounding natural environment and
scenic views.

ACTIONS

Design all transit facilities and supportive
infrastructure to contribute to a positive and attractive
visual image consistent with Maui’s island character
and lifestyle.
Adopt and amend County regulations to incorporate
design standards for roadways (including scenic
designation), transit, and pedestrian facilities that
ensure protection/enhancement of the natural/manmade environment (sense of place).

Develop, adopt, and regularly update the mapping of
Scenic Corridor Protection standards that implement
the recommendations of the Scenic Roadway
Corridors Management Plan and Design Guidelines
(Refer to Cultural and Scenic Resources Map).

2/22/2010

Design all transit systems to respect visual corridors
and Maui’s character.

Adopt and amend County regulations to incorporate
design standards for roadways (including scenic
designation), transit, and pedestrian facilities that ensure
protection/enhancement of the natural/man-made
environment (sense of place) consistent with community
plans.

Adopt and amend County regulations to incorporate
design standards for roadways, transit, and
pedestrian facilities that ensure protection of the
natural environment and each community’s sense of
place.

Develop, adopt, and regularly update the mapping of
Scenic Corridor Protection standards that implement
the recommendations of the Scenic Roadway
Corridors Management Plan and Design Guidelines
(Refer to Cultural and Scenic Resources Map).
GPAC recommendation

PLANNING COMMITTEE

734

735

736

18

NO.

GOAL

ITEM

Maui will have an Island-wide transit system that
addresses the mobility needs of residents/visitors and
contributes to the development of more sustainable
and livable communities.

An island-wide transit system that addresses the
needs of residents and visitors and contributes to
sustainable and livable communities.

737

An integrated system of transit services, facilities,
and infrastructure that better serves the mobility
needs of Maui’s residents and visitors.

An integrated transit system that better serves the
mobility needs of Maui’s residents and visitors.
GPAC recommendation

Make transit services more accessible, affordable,
reliable, and safer to all residents.

Delete; see # 741, # 743, and # 744

739

Require the use of minimum acceptable and desired
level of service standards for the transit system.

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

740

Maximize access to public transit in town centers,
commercial districts, and employment centers.

Maximize access to public transit in town centers,
commercial districts, and employment centers.
GPAC recommendation

741

Provide regional and inter-regional transit services,
where appropriate, in heavily traveled corridors and
within communities.

Expand regional and inter-regional transit services,
where appropriate, in heavily traveled corridors and
within communities.

742

Increase the frequency of current service, add
additional bus routes as demand requires, and
transition to non-polluting transit vehicles.

Increase the frequency of current service, add
additional bus routes as demand requires, and
transition to non-polluting transit vehicles.
GPAC recommendation

743

Provide adequate transit-supportive infrastructure (e.g.
bus pullouts, waiting benches and shelters, signs, etc.)
along current and future transit right-of-ways.

Provide adequate transit infrastructure (e.g., bus
pullouts, waiting benches and shelters, signs) along
current and future transit right-of-ways.
GPAC recommendation

744

Require new development and communities, where
appropriate, to provide both easements and right-ofways (ROWs) to accommodate transit circulation and
supporting facilities.

Require new development where appropriate, to
provide right-of-ways (ROWs) to accommodate
transit circulation and support facilities.
GPAC recommendation

745

Identify and protect corridors for future modern nonautomobile inter-community transit use.

Identify and protect corridors for future intercommunity transit use.

746

POLICIES

DIRECTOR

OBJ. 1

TRANSIT
GPAC

2/22/2010

MPC

PLANNING COMMITTEE

738

19

TRANSIT
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

Study and plan for additional alternative modes of
transportation (such as rail and water ferry service)
and secure appropriate locations/ROWs for its
necessary facilities.
Ensure the safety of transit operators and riders and all
other roadway users.
Pursue improvements and upgrades to the existing
transit system consistent with the County Transit Plan
(within the framework of comprehensive island-wide
multi-modal transportation plan).

Increase inter-agency coordination between the
Department of Planning and the Department of
Transportation.

Increase inter-agency coordination between the
Department of Planning, the State Department of
Transportation, and the County Department of Public
Works.

Develop, adopt, and regularly update a system-wide
Transit Functional Plan as a component of the
Comprehensive island-wide multi-modal
transportation plan.

NO.

Study, plan for, and secure appropriate right-of-way
for alternative modes of transportation (such as rail
and water ferry service).

747

Delete; too broad

748

Pursue improvements and upgrades to the existing
transit system consistent with the County Transit
Plan (within the framework of comprehensive islandwide multi-modal transportation plan).
GPAC recommendation

749

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

Develop and adopt transit level-of-service and design
standards.
ACTIONS

DIRECTOR

750

751

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

752

Amend the County Subdivision and development
regulations to require, where appropriate, transitsupportive roadway infrastructure.
GPAC recommendation

753

Delete
MPC recommendation

754

Work with the public and private sector to provide
shuttle services connecting to public transit.

Delete; see # 742 and # 743

755

Provide for bus-stop amenities system-wide.

Delete; see # 744

756

Amend the County Subdivision and development
regulations to require, where appropriate, transitsupportive roadway infrastructure.

Develop and adopt an ordinance to require large
developments, if appropriate, to provide private shuttle
services connecting to public transit.

2/22/2010

Delete – Large developments that warrant transit
demand would likely be served by transit.

PLANNING COMMITTEE

20

TRANSIT
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Prepare a study to:
a. Prioritize transit corridors and stations;
b. Develop an implementation program to
secure sites and ROWs for necessary
facilities; and
c. Identify alternative funding approaches
including public/ private partnerships.

757

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

758

Relocate rental car facilities from the airport to West
and South Maui.

759

Designate, map, and develop corridors to support mass
transit solutions.

Designate, map, and develop corridors to support
mass transit solutions.
GPAC recommendation

760

More diversified and stable funding base to
support transportation goals.

More diversified and stable funding base to
support transportation goals.

Explore alternative methods and sources of funding
transportation improvements (including increased fees,
higher taxes, and assessments).

Explore alternative methods and sources of funding
transportation improvements (including increased
fees, higher taxes, and assessments).
GPAC recommendation

762

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

763

Coordinate with appropriate Federal and State
agencies to fund transportation projects in areas
where growth is anticipated.
GPAC recommendation

764

Conduct a study to achieve the following:
a. Prioritization of transit corridors and stations;
b. An implementation program to secure sites
and ROWs for necessary facilities; and
c. Alternative funding approaches including
public/ private partnerships.

Regularly conduct transit system needs- assessment
surveys to ensure community satisfaction.

OBJ. 2

Work with private and public entities to relocate some
of the rental car facilities from the airport to multistory parking structures in West and South Maui and
provide transit service.

POLICIES

Expand funding to support transportation goals.

Work with private and public entities to relocate some
of the rental car facilities from the airport to multi-story
parking structures in West and South Maui.

Delete – Covered in Policy #1

Coordinate with appropriate Federal and State
agencies to fund transportation projects in areas where
growth is anticipated.

Actively pursue Federal Transportation Administration
(FTA) grants and other funding sources.

Delete - Covered in Policy #1

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

Facilitate additional sources of funding for system
improvements needed to accommodate new
development.

Delete - Covered in Policy #1

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

2/22/2010
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761

765

766

21

TRANSIT

ACTIONS

ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Conduct and implement technical studies to identify
potential funding approaches/mechanisms to increase
the funding for ongoing maintenance/upgrade of
transportation systems.

Conduct and implement technical studies to identify
potential funding for ongoing maintenance/upgrade of
transportation systems (transportation impact fees,
community facilities districts, etc.).

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

767

Establish alternative financing programs such as
transportation impact fees, community facilities
districts, etc.

Delete – pertinent sections moved to Action #1

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

768

Coordinate with Maui’s resorts (hotels, vacation
rentals, timeshares, condos, etc.) to establish a
program that augments funding for public transit
operational expenses.
Move to policy.
GPAC recommendation

769

Coordinate with Maui’s resorts (hotels, vacation
rentals, timeshares, condos, etc.) to establish a
program that augments funding for public transit
operational expenses.

2/22/2010
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PARKS
MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Maui will have a diverse range of active/passive
recreation parks, wilderness areas, and other natural
resource areas linked (where feasible) by a network of
greenways, bikeways, pathways, and roads.

A diverse range of active and passive recreation
linked by a network of greenways, bikeways,
pathways, and roads.

More effective, long range planning of parks and
recreation program able to meet community needs in
a timely manner.

More effective, long range planning of parks and
recreation programs able to meet community
needs.
GPAC recommendation

771

POLICIES

GOAL

GPAC

OBJ. 1

ITEM

770

Develop and adopt an island-wide parks and recreation
functional plan that incorporates facilities, programs,
and a financial component.

Develop, adopt and regularly update an island-wide
parks and recreation functional plan that incorporates
facilities, programs, and a financial component

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

772

Regularly update the island-wide parks and recreation
functional plan.

Delete – Combined with Policy #1

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

773

Support, consistent with the MIP, the implementation of
open space and recreational plans, such as the Pali to
Puamana Parkway Master Plan and the UMPCountry
Greenways Master Plan.

Support, consistent with the MIP, the
implementation of open space and recreational plans,
such as the Pali to Puamana Parkway Master Plan
and the Upcountry Greenways Master Plan.
GPAC recommendation

774

Utilize the ahupuaa approach by integrating mauka-tomakai natural landscapes into the island-wide parks and
recreation functional plan.

Utilize the ahupuaa approach by integrating maukato-makai natural landscapes into the island-wide
parks and recreation functional plan.
GPAC recommendation

775

Provide a balanced mix of passive and active parks in
each community plan district.

Provide a balanced mix of passive and active parksincluding neighborhood, community, and regional
parks- in each community plan district.

776

Support the expansion of Haleakala National Park,
where appropriate and in consultation with community.

Support the expansion of Haleakala National Park,
where supported by affected communities.

777

Support lo`i restoration in State and National Parks.

Support lo`i restoration in State and National Parks.
GPAC recommendation

778

Encourage State, County, and private landowners to
dedicate land for parks/open space protection consistent
with the MIP.

Encourage State, County, and private landowners to
dedicate land for parks and open space protection
consistent with the MIP.
GPAC recommendation

779

2/22/2010
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PARKS
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Pursue improvements and upgrades of the County’s
parks and recreation facilities consistent with current
and future functional plans.

Delete – Covered in Policy #1 and Policy #2

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

780

Strengthen inter-agency coordination including State
and County departments, such as resolving joint-use of
facilities and properties.

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

781

Implement the functional plan and master plans
(Policies 1, 2 and 3) in a timely manner through
programs/improvements/ upgrades of system
components and the Capital Improvement Program
(CIP)-Implementation Schedule.

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

782

Work with the State to prepare and implement a
master management plan for Ahihi-Kinau and La
Perouse-Keoneoio Bay to Kanaloa Point region.

783

Delete; see # 777

784

Identify government right-of-ways to determine if
they can be incorporated into the Island-wide parks
and recreation functional plan.
MPC recommendation

785

Institute regularly-held, inter-agency coordination
meetings to facilitate the implementation of the
functional plan.

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

786

Achieve parks/recreation level-of-service standards
that meets the diverse needs of residents and visitors.

Achieve parks and recreation that meet the
diverse needs of residents and visitors.

787

Establish appropriate level-of-service standards at the
neighborhood, community, and regional levels.

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

788

Delete; see # 790

789

ACTIONS

Work towards a master management plan for AhihiKinau and La Perouse-Keoneoio Bay to Kanaloa Pt.
region.
Support Haleakala National Park efforts to add lands,
where appropriate, in consultation with the community
and locally managed (such as the Ka Pahu Farms).

OBJ. 2

Identify the legal status of old railroad easements to
determine if they can be incorporated into the Islandwide parks and recreation functional plan.

POLICIES

Move to shoreline

Provide recreational facilities to equitably serve the
Island’s neighborhoods, communities, and regions.

2/22/2010

Identify government right-of-ways to determine if they
can be incorporated into the Island-wide parks and
recreation functional plan.

PLANNING COMMITTEE

24

PARKS
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Locate parks in the proximity of existing or planned
compatible uses such as residential neighborhoods,
urban centers, schools, greenbelts, bicycle corridors, and
natural waterways in order to maximize access/use
opportunities to the sites.

Locate parks and recreational open spaces compatible
with neighborhoods, communities and natural land
features.

Identify and acquire parks and recreational facilities
that complement and enhance neighborhoods,
communities and natural land features.

790

Initiate the acquisition of active and passive park lands
to accommodate existing and projected needs.

Delete; see # 790

791

Design park facilities which preserve/enhance natural
site characteristics; maximizes view opportunities;
protects environmental and cultural sites; and minimizes
maintenance/ water demands.

Design park facilities to preserve and enhance
natural site characteristics, maximize views, protect
environmental and cultural sites, and minimize water
demands.

792

Facilitate the acquisition of lands along the shoreline to
accommodate projected needs; where possible, acquire
land between coastal roadways and the ocean.

Acquire lands along the shoreline (between coastal
roadways and the ocean).

793

Encourage the development of regional parks, district
parks, and greenways in a manner that helps to contain
sprawl, provide separation between distinct
communities, or offer visual relief/significant open
space within urban communities.

Encourage the development of regional parks,
district parks, and greenways in a manner that helps
to contain sprawl, provide separation between
distinct communities, or offer open space within
urban communities.
GPAC recommendation

794

Require development to incorporate functional miniparks and accessory facilities into the project layout or
make improvements to neighboring public parks in
addition to impact fees for regional facilities, in
conformance with the parks and recreation standards.

Support regulations that require development to
incorporate functional mini-parks and accessory
facilities into the project layout as a priority over
paying impact fees.

795

Give priority for impact fees over neighborhood parks
where public access may be compromised.

Delete; see # 797

796

Require developments to incorporate a mixture of park
facilities into large master planned communities
pursuant to parks/recreation standards and functional
plan.

Require developments to incorporate a mixture of
park facilities into large master planned communities
pursuant to parks standards and functional plans.
GPAC recommendation

797

Identify appropriate areas for historical/cultural parks
(e.g. Kepaniwai) in each community plan district.

Support appropriate areas for cultural parks (e.g.,
Kepaniwai) in each community plan district.
GPAC recommendation

798

2/22/2010
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PARKS
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Incorporate community/area residents’ input to
determine the appropriate location, design, and longterm stewardship of parks and recreation facilities.

Incorporate community input to determine the
appropriate location, design, and long-term
stewardship of parks and recreation facilities.

799

Manage commercial activities at County parks to ensure
residents’ and visitors’ enjoyment of the facilities.

Manage commercial activities at public parks to
minimize impacts to residents.

800

Adequately fund the operations and maintenance of all
parks to maintain the quality of these facilities.

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

801

Support a coordinated program to improve, operate,
and maintain joint-use facilities and grounds.
GPAC recommendation

802

Develop and adopt level-of-service and design standards
for parks/recreation facilities.

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

803

Indentify and acquire appropriate park sites in a timely
manner and in accordance with the parks and recreation
functional plan.

Identify and acquire appropriate park sites in
accordance with the parks and recreation functional
plan.

804

Work with stakeholders to implement parks/recreation
plans, consistent with the MIP, including but not limited
to: North Shore Bikeway Master Plan; UMPCountry
Greenway Master Plan; South Maui Community Park
and Open Space Master Plan; Pali-to-Puamana Master
Plan; Shoreline Access and Inventory Update-Final
Report; South Maui Heritage Corridor; and North Shore
Corridor Report (Parks Director).

Implement parks/recreation plans, consistent with the
MIP, including but not limited to: North Shore
Bikeway Master Plan; UMPCountry Greenway
Master Plan; South Maui Community Park and Open
Space Master Plan; Pali-to-Puamana Master Plan;
Shoreline Access and Inventory Update-Final
Report; South Maui Heritage Corridor; and North
Shore Corridor Report.

805

Develop a regional park and fairground in Central
Maui.

806

Delete; see # 794

807

ACTIONS

Support a coordinated program to improve, operate, and
maintain joint-use facilities and grounds.

Develop regional park complexes such as a fairground
in Central Maui, Lahaina Civic Center, and South Maui
Civic Center.
Incorporate the proposed regional parks, greenways/
beltways, and other open space areas included in the
MIP into the parks/recreation functional plan.
[To contain sprawl and provide separation between
distinct communities]

2/22/2010

Develop regional park complexes.
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PARKS
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

Amend the County Zoning and Subdivision Regulations
to require development to achieve the following:
a. Incorporate a mixture of park facilities into
large master planned communities pursuant to
parks/recreation standards and functional
plan; and
b. Incorporate functional mini-parks and
accessory facilities into the project layout,
and/or make improvements to neighboring
public parks in addition to impact fees and in
conformance with the parks and recreation
functional plan.

809

Establish and manage historical/cultural parks.

Develop additional historical and cultural parks

810

Establish community-based advisory boards to help
prioritize the purchase of park and recreation land.

811

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

812

Establish community-based advisory boards to
prioritize and recommend the acquisition of parks and
recreation lands and facilities.

Expanded opportunities for residents and visitors to
access and enjoy an interconnected network of
greenways, trails/pathways, bikeways, and
pedestrian-oriented streets linking existing and
future park sites with the ocean, natural areas, open
space resources, and to residential communities and
visitor accommodations.

An expanded network of greenways, trails,
pathways, and bikeways.

Link existing and future park sites, open space
resources, natural areas, the shoreline, and residential
areas with a network of bikeways, pedestrian paths,
trails, greenways, and pedestrian-oriented roadways.

Link existing and future park sites, natural areas, the
shoreline, and residential areas with a network of
bikeways, pedestrian paths, trails, and greenways.

Support the implementation of plans and programs that
facilitate pedestrian mobility and access to active and
passive recreation areas and sites.

2/22/2010

PLANNING COMMITTEE

808

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

Work with the State to fund necessary improvements for
and coordinate joint- use of facilities and grounds.

OBJ. 3

Amend County Zoning and Subdivision Regulations
to require development to:
a. Incorporate a mixture of park facilities into
large master planned communities; and
b. Incorporate functional mini-parks and
accessory facilities into the project layout
as a priority over impact fees.

NO.

Conduct and implement technical studies to identify
potential funding approaches/mechanisms to increase
the funding for ongoing maintenance/upgrade of parks/
recreation system.

Establish a community-based advisory board to
prioritize and recommend the acquisition of parks and
recreation lands and facilities.

POLICIES

DIRECTOR

813

Delete; see # 710 and # 711

814

815

27

PARKS
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Require shoreline access points to and from the
shoreline at least every 1,500 feet and lateral access
along the shoreline wherever feasible.

Delete – Covered in Shoreline

Delete; see # 21, # 113, # 114, # 117, and # 118
MPC recommendation

816

Delete

817

Collaborate with the State and private land owners to
ensure perpetual access and proper stewardship of
traditional trails and access systems.
GPAC recommendation

818

Coordinate existing and future bus routes/transit
network with existing/proposed regional and
community park sites.

ACTIONS

Collaborate with the State and private land owners to
ensure perpetual access and proper stewardship of
traditional trails and access systems.

Facilitate the development of well maintained/
supervised and non-commercial campgrounds
throughout the island.

Facilitate the development of well maintained/
supervised and campgrounds and other recreations
facilities throughout the island.

Facilitate the development of well-managed noncommercial campgrounds throughout the island.

Encourage commercial bike rental businesses to provide
funding that supports a mauka/makai Haleakala
bikeway improvement program.

Reconcile the consistency with this policy and action
9.

Adopt an ordinance to require commercial bike
rental businesses to pay a per-rider fee for a County
mauka/ makai Haleakala bikeway improvement
program to include turnoffs, separate lanes, and
comfort stations.

820

Ensure ADA compliance and seek opportunities to
make beaches user-friendly for people with disability.

Seek opportunities to make beaches user-friendly for
people with disabilities.

821

Implement Policy 1 through the coordinated
development of parks/recreation functional plan and the
Comprehensive Island-wide Multi-modal
Transportation Plan.

Delete; chapter 9 CIPS

822

Implement the Shoreline Access Inventory Update –
Final Report as consistent with the MIP.

Delete; see # 114

823

Delete; see # 114
MPC recommendation

824

Delete

825

Amend development regulations to ensure the
construction of adequate parking, with pathways,
near shoreline access points.

826

Acquire necessary shoreline lands to implement Policy
3.

Delete – Covered in Shoreline Sub-Element

Implement necessary transit improvements/facilities to
provide convenient access to parks/recreation facilities.
Require development approvals to include the
construction of adequate parking near shoreline access
points.

2/22/2010

Delete – Covered in Shoreline Sub-Element

PLANNING COMMITTEE

819

28

PARKS
ITEM

GPAC
Amend County Codes to provide better access and
proper stewardship of traditional trails and access
systems.

Develop an educational program for private land owners
and the general public to ensure proper stewardship of
the islands’ trail and access systems.
Establish public/nonprofits/private partnership for the
development and maintenance of non-commercial
campgrounds throughout the Island.
Require commercial bike rental businesses to pay a perrider fee for a County mauka/makai Haleakala bikeway
improvement program to include turnoffs, separate
lanes, and comfort stations.

2/22/2010

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Delete - Covered in Cultural Resources Sub-Element

Amend County Codes to provide better access and
proper stewardship of traditional trails and access
systems.
GPAC recommendation

827

Delete

828

Develop public campgrounds in suitable locations
throughout the island.

829

Delete. see # 820

830
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PUBLIC FACILITIES

POLICIES

OBJ 1

GOAL

ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Maui will have high quality public facilities that meet
the diverse needs of residents.

Maui will have high quality public facilities that
meet the diverse needs of residents.
GPAC recommendation

831

More effective, long range planning of public
facilities program able to meet community needs in
a timely manner.

More effective, long range planning of public
facilities program able to meet community
needs in a timely manner.
GPAC recommendation

832

Ensure the development and update of an island-wide
public facilities functional plan that incorporates
prioritized facilities, programs, and a financial
component.

Delete; CIPS

833

Establish appropriate level-of-service standards for
public facilities provided by the County.

Delete; CIPS

834

Pursue improvements and upgrades of County and State
public facilities consistent with the public facilities
functional plan and the State Board of Education
(including the Library Systems).

Delete; too broad

835

Recognize Wailuku Town as Maui’s Civic Center
and support the revitalization of the Civic Center
District by consolidating government office
spaces, enhancing landscape beautification, and
providing adequate public parking.
GPAC recommendation

836

Delete; community plan issue

837

Delete; see # 710, # 711, # 713, # 714, # 719, #
885, and # 886

838

Recognize Wailuku Town as Maui’s Civic Center and
support the revitalization of the Civic Center District by
consolidating government office spaces, enhancing
landscape beautification, and providing adequate public
parking.

Support the establishment of a fire station in the Haiku
area to increase fire control capabilities in the region.
Provide pedestrian friendly infrastructure and traffic
calming features, such as wide sidewalks, bike paths,
pathways, extended curbs, speed humps, and highly
visible signs near schools, libraries and community
centers.
Support the relocation of the Maui Community
Correctional Center (MCCC) from Wailuku to
Pu`unene.

2/22/2010

Delete

Support the relocation of the Maui Community
Correctional Center (MCCC) from Wailuku to
Pu`unene.
GPAC recommendation
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PUBLIC FACILITIES
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

Adequately plan and fund public safety facilities (fire,
police, ambulance, civil defense) to meet community
needs including protection of life/property, combating
crime, etc.

Adequately plan and fund public safety facilities
(fire, police, ambulance, civil defense) to meet
community needs.

Increase joint facilities utilization and program
coordination between State and County agencies such
as baseyards, communication centers, recreational
facilities, etc.
Focus future expenditures for additional government
office space, parking, and related facilities in Wailuku’s
Civic Center District.

Require new developments to pay a fair assessment for
public facilities necessary to serve such developments.

NO.

Delete; see chapter 9

841

Focus future expenditures for additional
government office space, parking, and related
facilities in Wailuku’s Civic Center District.
GPAC recommendation

842

Delete; see chapter 9

843

Encourage safe walkways for children within 1 mile of
each school (to be provided by the County or State).

Encourage safe walkways for children within 1
mile of each school.

844

Require that new developments cannot obtain a
certificate of occupancy until the public facilities have
been constructed or improved.

Delete

Delete; see chapter 9

845

Delete; see chapter 9

846

Incorporate community/area residents’ input to
determine the appropriate location and design of
public facilities.
GPAC recommendation

847

Delete; community plan issue

848

Delete; see chapter 9

849

Incorporate community/area residents’ input to
determine the appropriate location and design of public
facilities.

Plan, with community involvement, for a South Maui
civic center district that will provide for a number of
public facilities, e.g., public safety, recreation, the arts.
Develop, adopt, regularly update, and implement the
public facilities functional plan including the adoption
of level-of-service standards, a prioritization of
improvements, and facilities upgrade schedule (Policies
1, 2, and 3) in a timely manner.

2/22/2010

Delete

PLANNING COMMITTEE

840

Require safe walkways for children within 1 mile of
each school (to be provided by the County or State).

Encourage public-private partnerships to identify and
resolve public facility plan short-comings.

ACTION

DIRECTOR
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PUBLIC FACILITIES
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Implement key recommendations from the
Wailuku Municipal Service Center Master Plan
Report (February 2004) and the Wailuku
Municipal Parking Lot Master Plan (2004), as
amended, and as consistent with the MIP.

850

Moved to Education Sub-element; see # 870

851

Moved to Education Sub-element; see # 886

852

Conduct and implement technical studies to identify
potential funding approaches/mechanisms to implement
the public facilities functional plan.

Delete; see chapter 9

853

Develop, adopt, and implement a schedule of impact
fees, or other similar financing mechanisms to be
assessed on developments for the construction of public
facilities.

Delete; see chapter 9

854

Create private-public partnerships to implement
necessary public facilities.

Delete; see chapter 9

855

Institute regularly-held, inter-agency coordination
meetings to facilitate the implementation of the
functional plan.

Delete; see chapter 9

856

Delete; see chapter 9

857

Establish an archive center to preserve both digital
and hardcopy documents important to Maui’s
planning process.

858

Implement key recommendations from the Wailuku
Municipal Service Center Master Plan Report (February
2004) and the Wailuku Municipal Parking Lot Master
Plan (January 2004), as consistent with the MIP.

Work with the Board of Education Hawaii State Library
System to provide centralized library services
(including telecommunications) to all areas of Maui.
Amend the Zoning and Subdivision Regulations to
require development within the vicinity of schools,
libraries, community centers, and other public facilities
to provide pedestrian friendly infrastructure and traffic
calming features, such as wide sidewalks, bike paths,
pathways, extended curbs, speed humps, highly visible
signs, etc

Build the needed public facilities in the South Maui
civic center district.
Work with organizations (such as the Maui Historical
Society, Hawaii Business Research Library, etc.) to
establish an archive center to preserve both digital and
hardcopy documents important to Maui’s planning
process.

2/22/2010

Amend the Zoning and Subdivision Regulations to
require development within the vicinity of schools,
libraries, community centers, and other public facilities
to provide bike/ pedestrian-friendly infrastructure and
traffic calming features.

Delete
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SCHOOLS AND LIBRARIES

OBJ. 1

GOAL

ITEM

GPAC

POLICIES

DIRECTOR

NO.

Maui will have school facilities that meet residents’
needs and goals.

Maui will have school and library facilities that
meet residents’ needs and goals.

Provide appropriate school facilities in a timely
manner and in strategic locations.

Provide appropriate school and library facilities
in a timely manner and in strategic locations.

Work in partnership with all educational institutions
(including the State DOE and University system) to
identify/meet current and future needs including
appropriate location, timing, and design of future
facilities.

Work in partnership with all educational
institutions to meet current and future needs
including appropriate location, timing, and design
of future facilities.

Require the dedication of adequate land for school
site(s) within new developments where warranted.

Require the dedication of adequate land for school
site(s) within new developments where warranted.
GPAC recommendation

862

Allow for the expansion and intensification of uses
at the University of Hawaii Maui College including
satellite campuses operating in remote areas.
MPC recommendation

863

Allow for the expansion and intensification of uses at
Maui Community College, including satellite
campuses operating in remote areas.

Allow for the expansion and intensification of uses at
the University of Hawaii Maui College including
satellite campuses operating in remote areas.

PLANNING COMMITTEE

859

860

861

Encourage the State DOE to build and maintain
schools in accordance with Board of Education
standards and provide smaller, community-oriented
schools.

Encourage the State Department of Education to
build and maintain smaller, community-oriented
schools.

Encourage joint use of State and County school and
recreation/park facilities.

Encourage joint use of State and County school and
recreation/park facilities.
GPAC recommendation

865

Encourage the State to upgrade and modernize school
facilities.

Encourage the State to upgrade, modernize, and
expand school facilities, including those in remote
communities.

866

Delete; see # 861 and # 866

867

Continue to support the expansion of higher education
programs and extend access to remote communities
and students.

2/22/2010

MPC

864
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SCHOOLS AND LIBRARIES
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Support partnerships (public/private/non-profit) to
build new schools and improve existing facilities.

Support partnerships (public/private/non-profit) to
build and staff new schools and improve existing
facilities.

Support partnerships (public/private/non-profit) to
build and staff new schools and improve existing
facilities.
MPC recommendation

868

Delete; see # 861

869

Support school design that facilitates integration into
communities in keeping with the policies of the MIP.

Work with the Board of Education Hawaii State
Library System to provide centralized library
services (including telecommunications) to all
areas of Maui.

Work with the State to develop, fund, and implement
an island-wide school facility functional plan with
short, medium, and long-term planning horizons.

871

Work with the State to expedite planning and
construction of Kihei High School, including the
integration of the high school with the Maui
Research and Technology Park. From # 876

872

Delete; see # 872

873

Work with the State to identify an Intermediate
School sites in Central Maui and other areas where
needed.

Work with the State to identify intermediate school
sites in Central Maui and other areas where needed.
Move to policy.

874

Identify additional lands for the expansion of Maui
Community College.

Delete; community plan issue

875

Work with the State to develop a master plan for
the expansion of University of Hawaii Maui
College in accordance with the Maui Island Plan.
GPAC recommendation
Move to policy under Objective 1

876

Delete; CWPP # c.3.b

877

ACTIONS

Work with the state to connect and integrate the Kihei
High School with the Maui R&T park and the
surrounding community.

Work with the state to connect and integrate the Kihei
High School and other Maui schools with the Maui
R&T park and the surrounding community.

Work with the State to develop a master plan for the
expansion of University of Hawaii Maui College in
accordance with the Maui Island Plan.

Implement and expand distance learning, and
interactive teleconference learning system, especially
at remote communities.

2/22/2010

870

Delete; see chapter 9

Work with the State to expedite planning and
construction of recently selected Kihei High School
site.
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SCHOOLS AND LIBRARIES

ACTIONS

POLICIES

OBJ. 2

ITEM

GPAC

DIRECTOR

NO.

More expansive network of safe and convenient
pedestrian-friendly streets, trails, pathways, and
bikeways between neighborhoods and schools.

More expansive network of safe and convenient
pedestrian-friendly streets, trails, pathways, and
bikeways between neighborhoods and schools.
GPAC recommendation

878

Encourage the State to build new school facilities in
appropriate locations that minimize time and distance
for students to travel to and from school.

Encourage the State to build new school facilities
in appropriate locations that minimize time and
distance for students to travel to and from school.
GPAC recommendation

879

Delete; see # 885 and # 886

880

Encourage the State to implement the Safe Routes to
School (SR2S) initiative with funding commitments to
help the County plan and fund projects that ensure
safe access routes to school.

Encourage the State to implement the Safe Routes
to School (SR2S) initiative with funding
commitments to help the County plan and fund
projects that ensure safe access routes to school.
GPAC recommendation

881

Conduct an inventory to determine safety obstacles
along school access routes.

Identify safety obstacles along school access
routes.

882

Implement with the State the Safe Routes to School
(SR2S) initiative.

Delete; see # 881

883

Work with the State to reevaluate the policy which
requires students who live within one mile of a school
to not be able to utilize the school bus because this
may require them to cross highways.

Delete; see # 882

884

Work with the State to coordinate the siting and
development of future school facilities, bikeways,
pedestrian paths, and greenways to encourage
mobility.
Move to policy.

885

Incorporate pedestrian friendly safety-related/ traffic
calming features (such as adequate sidewalks, bike
paths, extended curbs, speed humps, highly visible
signs, reduced school area speed limit, etc.) along
access routes to schools.

Work with the State to effectively plan the
relationship between the location of school facilities
and future bikeways, pedestrian paths, and greenways.

2/22/2010

MPC

Delete

PLANNING COMMITTEE
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SCHOOLS AND LIBRARIES
ITEM

2/22/2010

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Amend the Zoning and Subdivision Regulations to
require development within the vicinity of schools,
libraries, community centers, and other public
facilities to provide bike/ pedestrian-friendly
infrastructure and traffic calming features.

886

PLANNING COMMITTEE
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HEALTH CARE FACILITIES

POLICIES

OBJ. 1

GOAL

ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

Maui residents will have the best possible health
care to include healthy living, disease prevention, as
well as acute and long term care.

All of Maui residents will have the best possible
health care to include healthy living, disease
prevention, as well as acute and long term care.

Greater accessibility to quality health care
facilities and services.

NO.

887

Greater accessibility to quality health care
facilities and services.

Greater autonomy to the Maui region in their
efforts to improve medical care on the Island.

888

Encourage Hawaii Health Services Corporation
(HHSC) to give greater autonomy to the Maui region
in their efforts to improve medical care on the Island.

Delete; see # 888

889

Improve the coordination between State health
planning efforts and the County.

Delete; see chapter 9

890

Support innovative financial solutions, such as capital
partnerships, joint ventures, consolidations, and other
financial arrangements.

Support innovative financial solutions, such as
capital partnerships, joint ventures, and
consolidations for Maui Memorial Medical Center
and other health institutions.

891

Support Maui Memorial Medical Center (MMMC) as
a major core medical center.

Support Maui Memorial Medical Center (MMMC)
as a major core medical center that provides a
greater range of services.

892

Delete; see # 892

893

Support the immediate development of a critical
access hospital in West Maui.

Support the immediate development of a critical
access hospital in West Maui.
GPAC recommendation

894

Support the expansion of regional critical-access
facilities, where allowed by federal regulations.

Support the expansion of regional critical-access
facilities, where allowed by federal regulations.
GPAC recommendation

895

Delete; countywide policy issue

896

Support the expansion of MMMC’s ability to provide
a greater range of medical procedures and services.

Support a coordinated health care network including
MMMC, Lana`i, Molokai, Hana, and the Big Island to
improve service and transportation capabilities.

2/22/2010

Delete
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HEALTH CARE FACILITIES
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Support tele-health and the utilization of such
technologies to extend medical services.

Delete

Delete; see Economic Development # 441

897

Delete; funtional plan issue

898

Support the delivery of services through federally
qualified health centers with the direct, early stage
involvement of the affected communities.
Help in the efforts to improve medical service to
remote and outlying regions using mobile units.

Support efforts to improve medical service to remote
and outlying regions using mobile units.

Improve medical service to remote and outlying
regions.

899

Through monitoring, ensure that current and future
acute care bed needs are met consistent with the Maui
Bed Needs Study.

Delete

Delete; see # 928

900

Delete

901

Support certificate of need applications, consistent
with the Maui Island Plan.
Expedite the land entitlements and permitting process
for new medical facilities that demonstrate
community consensus and support.

Delete

Delete

902

Support MEO’s transportation services for dialysis
patients.

Support transportation services for dialysis patients and
community dialysis programs, such as Hale Pomaikai

Support transportation services for dialysis patients
and community dialysis programs.

903

Maintain an adequate supply of ground ambulances in
relation to the size of the population and the
remoteness of an area.

Delete

Delete, functional plan issue

904

Explore the reestablishment of a small community
hospital in Hana.

Work with the state to explore the feasibility of
acute care facilities in Hana and South Maui and
secure funding to meet Maui’s health care needs.

905

Delete; see # 905

906

Delete; see # 905

907

Support the reestablishment of a small community
hospital in Hana.

ACTIONS

Explore the establishment of a hospital in South Maui
and secure funding to meet Maui’s health care needs.
Work with Federal and State legislators to secure
legislation and funding to meet Maui’s health care
needs.

2/22/2010
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HEALTH CARE FACILITIES

POLICIES

OBJ. 2

ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Convene regional focus groups to regularly assess and
recommend actions which address:
a. Acute, primary, and emergency needs and
access issues;
Delete
b. Home and community-based services; and
c. Disaster preparedness, community input, and
education.

Delete; functional plan issue

908

Partner with the State in the establishment of an
emergency helicopter transport network to include:
a. The stationing of helicopters at West Maui,
MMMC, Lana`i, and Molokai;
b. The development of helicopter landing pads
at/in MMMC, West Maui, South Maui,
UMPCountry, North Shore, Hana, Lana`i,
Molokai, and Big Island hospitals; and
c. The co-location of helicopters, medical
crew, and crew quarters.

Delete; functional plan / countywide issue

909

Partner with the State in the establishment of an
emergency helicopter transport network

Work with the State to establish a “24/7” Urgent Care
capability/facility in Central Maui that operates in
coordination with MMMC’s Emergency Room.

Delete

Delete; functional plan issue

910

Work with the State to establish regional Urgent
Care/Emergency facilities in underserved areas.

Delete

Delete; functional plan issue

911

Work with the State to expand the use of mobile
medical service.

Delete

Delete; functional plan issue

912

Delete entire objective
More appropriate in functional plan

913

Delete entire objective
More appropriate in functional plan

914

Improved and additional facilities and medical
technologies.

Support Maui Memorial Medical Center's efforts to
expand/modernize their medical facilities and range of
services.

2/22/2010
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HEALTH CARE FACILITIES
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Help in expanding the geographic range of existing
health care providers to improve access to quality care
in under-served parts of Maui Island (and neighbor
islands) through the use of tele-medicine.

Encourage the expansion of the geographic range of
existing health care providers to improve access to
quality care in under-served parts of Maui Island (and
neighbor islands) through the use of tele-medicine.

Delete entire objective
More appropriate in functional plan

915

Help in recruiting medical personnel with needed
specialties who can provide an extended range of
medical services.

Support the recruitment of medical personnel with
needed specialties who can provide an extended range
of medical services.

Delete entire objective
More appropriate in functional plan

916

Delete entire objective
More appropriate in functional plan

917

Support digitalization of all diagnostic equipment at
all facilities to enable sharing of data and more
efficient use of limited provider workforce.

Delete entire objective
More appropriate in functional plan

918

Partner in the efforts to establish a telemedicine/digital network within Maui County, Hawaii
County, and Honolulu County to enable tertiary and
sub-specialist interactive consultation services.

Delete entire objective
More appropriate in functional plan

919

Provide housing, especially in underserved areas, that
will make it easier to recruit and retain needed
medical personnel.

Delete entire objective
More appropriate in functional plan

920

OBJ. 3

ACTIONS

Partner in the efforts to develop a comprehensive plan
to meet projected bed needs.

More modern and expanded long-term care
facilities.

POLICIES

Support efforts to increase Maui’s long term care bed
capacity to cover current and future needs, close to
large population centers.

Recognize that facilities for low-income elders who
need long-term institutional care are a needed form of
affordable housing.

2/22/2010
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Expanded long-term care facilities.
921

Delete; see # 927 and # 928

922

Recognize that facilities for low-income elders who
need long-term institutional care are a needed form
of affordable housing.
GPAC recommendation

923

40

HEALTH CARE FACILITIES
ITEM

GPAC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Evaluate the needs of the long-term disabled and
provide planning support for their care, if there is a
need for institutionalization.

Evaluate the needs of the long-term disabled and
provide planning support for their care, if there is a
need for institutionalization.
GPAC recommendation

924

Consider long-term care facilities as a major potential
employment base and encourage the recruitment and
training of potential employees.

Consider long-term care facilities as a major
potential employment base and encourage the
recruitment and training of potential employees.
GPAC recommendation

925

Delete

Delete

926

Work with the State to secure the construction of longterm care facilities.

Work with the State to secure the construction of
long-term care facilities, expand and modernize
Kula hospital, and establish geriatric training
programs.

927

Monitor current and future long-term care bed
needs and ensure that such needs are met consistent
with the Maui Bed Needs Study.
GPAC recommendation

928

Work with the State to expand and modernize Kula
Hospital.

Delete; community plan issue

929

Work with the Community College to establish
geriatric training programs.

Delete; functional plan issue

930

Establish and fund a Center of Excellence on Aging
for research-based solutions to strengthen Maui
County’s care continuum and proactive “aging with
aloha.”

POLICIES

OBJ. 4

ACTIONS

Work with the State to secure the construction of
long-term care facilities, first in West Maui, and
second in South Maui.

Monitor current and future long-term care bed needs
and ensure that such needs are met consistent with the
Maui Bed Needs Study.

MPC

More support to the Home-care and Communitybased programs to become an alternative to
traditional nursing homes.

More support to the Home-care and
Community-based programs to become an
alternative to traditional nursing homes.
GPAC recommendation

Support efforts by Kupuna and people with
disabilities to remain in their homes or in a home-like
setting.

Support the establishment of a program to assist the
elderly and people with disabilities to remain in
their homes or in a home-like setting.

2/22/2010
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932
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HEALTH CARE FACILITIES
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Delete; see # 932

933

Continue to support senior centers (e.g. Kaunoa);
and establish new senior centers that will provide
day-care sites and programs for the disabled and
elderly.
GPAC recommendation

934

Delete; see housing # 549 and # 937

935

Fund community-based services that support the
home-care efforts.

Delete; too broad

936

Develop and conduct “Aging-in-Place” education
program for both home builders and homeowners.

Develop an “Aging-in-Place” education program
for both home builders and homeowners.

937

Work with the State to replicate the Hana Aging-inPlace Retrofit Project.

Delete; see # 932 and # 937

938

Provide incentives to support efforts to construct
“home-like” facilities for the long-term care of
Medicaid insurees.

Delete; not MIP appropriate

939

Support the establishment of a comprehensive
outreach program to assist families who wish to
establish a home environment to take care of family
member or others who need long-term care.
Continue to support senior centers (e.g. Kaunoa); and
establish new senior centers that will provide day-care
sites and programs for the disabled and elderly.

PLANNING COMMITTEE

Adopt “Aging-in-Place” Building Code revisions for
private homes.

ACTIONS

Delete. Duplicate.

2/22/2010
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HEALTH CARE FACILITIES
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

Expand the responsibilities of the County’s Office of
Aging to include providing support for the following
community-based services:
a. Expand island-wide and fund the Hana
“Aging-in-Place Retrofit Project” as a “fallprevention” model.
b. Continue to fund the vital assisted
transportation service provided by MEO.
This transportation is a vital link for homebound seniors/disabled who need to get to
day-care, day health, doctor appointments,
etc.
c. For Home-Delivered Meals, expand this
program to Hana under the direct control of
the community. Allow needed communitybased support facilities to be co-located in
residential areas to provide accessible
community care for frail seniors/disabled.

Expand the responsibilities of the County’s Office of
Aging to include providing support for the following
community-based services:
a. Expand island-wide and fund the Hana
“Aging-in-Place Retrofit Project” as a “fallprevention” model.
b. Continue to fund the vital assisted
transportation service provided by MEO. This
transportation is a vital link for home-bound
seniors/disabled who need to get to day-care,
day health, doctor appointments, etc.
c. For Home-Delivered Meals, expand this
program to Hana and other underserved
communities under the direct control of the
communities. Allow needed communitybased support facilities to be co-located in
residential areas to provide accessible
community care for frail seniors/disabled.

Expand the responsibilities of the County’s Office
of Aging to include providing support for the
following community-based services:
a. the Hana “Aging-in-Place Retrofit
Project”
b. transportation service provided by Maui
Economic Opportunity.
c. Home-Delivered Meals (Meals on
Wheels) program to underserved
communities.

Expand programs which utilize able seniors to
voluntarily assist seniors and disabled who are homebound.

POLICIES

OBJ. 5

Support the establishment of an appropriate senior
center, adult day care center, and senior housing
facilities in Hana.

Support the establishment of an appropriate senior
center, adult day care center, and senior housing
facilities.

NO.

940

Delete; functional plan issue

941

Support the establishment of senior and adult day
care centers and senior housing.
Move to policy.

942

More focused and better delivery of prevention
and primary health care services.

Improved preventative medicine and primary
health care.

Develop and utilize health-status benchmarks to
measure prevention and primary health care service
delivery.

Develop and utilize health-status benchmarks to
measure prevention and primary health care service
delivery.
GPAC recommendation

944

Delete; too broad

945

Empower residents by providing appropriate healthrelated information so that they can take better control
of their health and their lives.

2/22/2010
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943

43

HEALTH CARE FACILITIES

ACTIONS

ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Support prevention programs which assist in proper
weight control, dental care, vaccinations, fall
prevention, and drug/alcohol abuse.

Delete; see # 944 and # 952

946

Assist residents in properly managing their chronic
disease, such as hypertension, diabetes, and arthritis.

Delete; beyond scope of MIP

947

Support programs that provide family planning
assistance.

948

Expand immunization programs that target young
children and seniors.

Delete; beyond scope of MIP

949

Develop pro-active county-wide substance abuse
education and management/support protocols.

Delete; see # 952

950

Work with the State to develop inpatient substance
abuse beds/facilities and programs.

Delete; see # 952

951

Offer culturally-sensitive education programs countywide to address obesity; nutrition; lifestyle (exercise,
stress management, recreation, family centered
responsibilities); smoking cessation; mental health;
dental health; substance abuse; teen pregnancy;
diabetes; heart disease; and chronic kidney disease.

Offer culturally-sensitive education programs to
address obesity, nutrition, lifestyle, smoking
cessation, mental health, dental health, and
substance abuse.

Support programs that provide family planning
assistance and limit unwanted pregnancies.

Move to policy.
See # 948

953

To help control cost, encourage all residents to
assume personnel responsibility for their own health
while assisting those who cannot help themselves.

Delete; beyond scope of MIP

954

Help Maui’s children, adolescents, and young adults
to develop healthy lifestyle and habits.

Delete; see # 952

955
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ENERGY

POLICIES

OBJ. 1

GOAL

ITEM

GPAC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Maui residents, businesses, organizations, and
government will use best practices in
conservation/energy efficiency to minimize fossil
fuels consumption.

Maui will meet its energy needs through local
sources of clean, renewable energy and through
conservation.

956

Reduce fossil fuel consumption: using the 2005
consumption as a baseline, reduce by 15% in 2015;
20% by 2020; and 30% by 2030.

Reduce fossil fuel consumption: using the 2005
consumption as a baseline, reduce by 15% in
2015; 20% by 2020; and 30% by 2030.
GPAC recommendation

Support the introduction of more energy efficient
systems, processes, and methods in public and private
buildings/facilities (e.g. use of higher efficiency
pumps, appropriate architectural design including sky
lights, carpooling, etc.).

Support energy efficient systems, processes, and
methods in public and private operations, buildings
and facilities.

958

Establish County operations as a model of energy
efficiency.

Delete; countywide issue

959

Coordinate efforts among government agencies,
businesses, and private organizations to reduce fossil
fuel uses and attain greater operating efficiency
savings.

Delete; see # 958

960

Support initiatives to conduct energy audits that help
public facilities, businesses, and homes to reduce their
energy uses or generate supplementing power.

Delete; see # 958 and # 962

961

Support the establishment of new renewable energy
facilities such as the Kahaewa Wind Farm and the
U`uwahai Wind Farm at appropriate locations
provided that environmental, view plane and
cultural impacts are addressed.

961
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ENERGY

ACTIONS

ITEM

GPAC
Require the Maui County energy office to achieve the
following:
a. Audit all County facilities, operations, and
equipment to establish energy baseline use;
b. Develop programs and projects to achieve
greater energy efficiency and reduction in
fossil fuel use;
c. Develop/maintain data and reports on
County, government, business, and resident
energy uses;
d. Issue annual report on the phasing-out of
inefficient fossil-fueled vehicles; and
e. Assist homeowners and businesses in
reducing fossil fuel consumption.

OBJ. 2

Require the Maui County energy office to reduce the
County government’s fuel consumption consistent
with the Objective.

POLICIES

MPC

DIRECTOR
Work with the Office of Economic Development
to:
a. Audit County facilities, operations, and
equipment;
b. Develop programs and projects to achieve
greater energy efficiency and reduction in
fossil fuel use;
c. Develop/maintain data and reports on
island energy consumption;
d. Phase out inefficient fossil-fueled
vehicles; and
e. Assist homeowners and businesses in
reducing fossil fuel consumption.

Encourage the Maui County energy office to reduce
the County government’s fuel consumption consistent
with the Objective.

NO.

962

Delete; see # 962

963

Phase out inefficient fossil-fueled County vehicles;
provide annual status report.

Delete; see # 962

964

Utilize audit reports to help set energy reduction
targets.

Delete; see # 962

965

By 2015, more than 30% of Maui’s electricity
will be produced from locally produced, clean,
renewable energy sources, 50% by 2025, and
70% by 2030.

966

Evaluate available renewable energy resource sites and
applicable technologies.

Delete

967

Encourage the installation of renewable energy
systems where natural conditions are favorable, results
would be cost-effective, and proposed systems are
culturally/ environmentally sensitive.

Encourage the installation of renewable energy
systems that are culturally and environmentally
sensitive.

968

Establish the County government as a model in its
extensive use of renewable energy sources.

Delete; CWPP I.3.a

969

By 2015, more than 30% of Maui’s electricity will
be produced from renewable energy sources, 50%
by 2025, and 70% by 2030; and

PLANNING COMMITTEE

Firmer, cleaner, and more efficient power through
increased use of renewable energy sources and
more efficient fossil fuel technologies.
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ENERGY
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

Eliminate inefficient practices of fossil fuel-generated
power.
Support the transformation of Maui’s power grid to
integrate renewable energy from multiple sources.

Support an island-wide power grid that allows for the
wheeling of electricity.
Support the efforts to transition from a centralized,
power-generating utility model to a decentralized
model.
Establish a timely and streamlined review process of
renewable energy initiatives.
Regularly educate the public on benefits resulting
from renewable energy, e.g. avoid exporting Maui's
dollars off-shore, instead use saved monies to improve
Maui County's operations and services.

NO.

Delete; too broad

970

Support the upgrade of Maui’s power grid to
integrate renewable energy from multiple sources
and the wheeling of electricity.

971

Delete; see # 971

972

Support the transition from a centralized, powergenerating utility model to a decentralized model.

973

Delete; see # 968

974

Educate the public on the economic and
environmental benefits from the increased use of
renewable energy.

Ensure that Maui's renewable energy objectives are
supported by the Governor, Legislature, Public
Utilities Commission (PUC), Hawaiian Electric
Industries (HEI), and MECO plans/decisions.
Provide incentives to convert to renewable energy.

Encourage the connectivity of the Maui power grid
with Lanai, Molokai, and other islands

2/22/2010
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975

Delete; unrealistic / shouldn’t abdicate home rule

976

Provide incentives to support the development and
use of renewable energy.

977

Delete; countywide issue

978
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ENERGY

ACTIONS

ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Establish a County Energy Task Force to:
a. Develop, recommend, and oversee a
renewable Maui energy policy;
b. Prioritize renewable initiatives and projects
to County Council, Mayor, and the public
for funding and implementation;
c. Work with utility and public to develop
Maui energy program;
d. Evaluate programs status and report results
periodically to Council, Mayor, and the
public; and
e. Recommend the best available renewable.

Establish a County Energy Task Force to:
a. Develop, recommend, and oversee a
renewable Maui energy policy;
b. Prioritize renewable initiatives and projects
to County Council, Mayor, and the public for
funding and implementation;
c. Work with utility and public to develop Maui
energy program;
d. Evaluate programs status and report results
periodically to Council, Mayor, and the
public; and
e. recommend the best available, renewable
energy resources.

Establish a County Energy Task Force to:
a. Develop, recommend, and oversee a
renewable Maui energy policy;
b. Prioritize renewable energy initiatives and
projects to County Council, Mayor, and
the public for funding and
implementation;
c. Work with utility and thepublic to
develop a Maui energy program;
d. Evaluate the program’s status and report
results periodically to the Council, Mayor,
and the public; and
e. Recommend the best available, renewable
energy resources.
MPC recommendation

979

Install/maintain back-up power systems for critical
public health and safety purposes.

Delete; functional plan issue

980

The County Energy Office will monitor and report
amounts of electricity generated from renewable
energy sources for Maui and achieved savings in
County government operations.

Delete; see # 962

981

Install renewable energy production systems for
County facilities.

Delete; see # 962

982

Evaluate and implement the transformation of Maui’s
power grid by integrating renewable energy from
multiple sources.

Delete; see # 971

983

Evaluate the effectiveness of County review and
permitting processes related to renewable energy
facilities.

Delete

984

Develop multiple modes to inform the public about
renewable energy benefits and implementation.

Delete; see # 979

985

Provide tools to help the general public achieve greater
energy efficiency and promote the use of renewable
energy.

Delete; see # 968

986
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ENERGY

ACTIONS

POLICIES

OBJ. 3

ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Establish property tax incentives and/or exemptions
for renewable energy production facilities.

Establish property tax incentives and/or
exemptions for renewable energy production
facilities.
GPAC recommendation

987

Increased investment in existing and emerging
renewable energy technologies in line with the MIP
goals.

Delete entire objective; redundant with Economic
Development, Objective 2 (emerging industries)

Stimulate investment in new energy production
facilities and technologies.

Delete entire objective; redundant with Economic
Development, Objective 2 (emerging industries)

990

Encourage multiple energy investors, in addition to the
existing public utility, to invest in energy production.

Delete entire objective; redundant with Economic
Development, Objective 2 (emerging industries)

991

Develop regulatory policies/procedures that encourage
diversified investments in energy production.

Delete entire objective; redundant with Economic
Development, Objective 2 (emerging industries)

992

Regularly inform State/Federal decision makers of
Maui’s interest in energy investments.

Delete entire objective; redundant with Economic
Development, Objective 2 (emerging industries)

993

Initiate Request for Proposal (RFPs) to develop energy
production facilities or technologies.

Delete entire objective; redundant with Economic
Development, Objective 2 (emerging industries)

994

Develop partnerships and assessment studies to
investigate and implement the following energy
converting systems into electric power:
a. Geothermal System converting earth's
natural heat energy into electricity;
b. Ocean current turbines converting
underwater ocean kinetic energy;
c. Wave generator converting wave movement
kinetic energy; and
d. Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion
(OTEC) uses deep ocean water temperature
difference to generate electricity.
e. Waste-to-Energy Technologies creating
energy in the form of electricity or heat
from the incineration of waste source.

Delete entire objective; redundant with Economic
Development, Objective 2 (emerging industries)

995

Delete entire objective; redundant with Economic
Development, Objective 2 (emerging industries)

996

Support solar water heating, photovoltaic systems and
windmills and improved building design.
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ENERGY
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Partner, where appropriate, in providing funding for
developing and installing renewable energy systems.

Delete entire objective; redundant with Economic
Development, Objective 2 (emerging industries)

997

Develop outreach and marketing tools which include
information about Maui’s interest in energy
production.

Delete entire objective; redundant with Economic
Development, Objective 2 (emerging industries)

998

Amend County codes/procedures to facilitate the
construction of energy-related facilities.

Delete entire objective; redundant with Economic
Development, Objective 2 (emerging industries)

999

Present Investor and Enterprise Forums focused on
energy technologies.

Delete entire objective; redundant with Economic
Development, Objective 2 (emerging industries)

1000

Delete entire objective; redundant with Economic
Development, Objective 2 (emerging industries)

1001

Develop plans to establish renewable energy zones at
sites of resources; encourage the development of firm
power, renewable systems, and economic and food
producing systems.
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HARBORS AND AIRPORTS

POLICIES

OBJ. 1

GOAL

ITEM

2/22/2010

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Maui will have harbors and airports that will
efficiently, dependably and safely facilitate the
movement of passengers and cargo.

Maui will have harbors and airports that will
efficiently, dependably and safely facilitate the
movement of passengers and cargo.
GPAC recommendation

Upgraded harbor facilities to handle larger
volumes of freight and passengers efficiently,
safely, and dependably.

Upgraded harbor facilities to handle larger
volumes of freight and passengers and
additional small boat harbors.

Encourage Maui's political leaders and legislators to
advocate for Kahului Harbor's essential capital
improvements, such as expanding, upgrading, and
hardening piers/facilities to accommodate increasing
volumes of cargo needed to sustain Maui's growing
population and economy.

Support the expansion and upgrade of Kahului
Harbor to:
a. accommodate increasing volumes of
cargo;
b. provide deeper pier depths and greater
fuels receiving/storing capacities;
c. ensure safe and efficient work areas; and
d. separate passenger operations from fuel
and cargo operations.

1004

Encourage the State to provide deeper pier depths
and greater fuels receiving/storing capacities to
accommodate larger, deep-drafting vessels. [the
intent is to reduce frequency of bulk deliveries,
provide overall cheaper fuel/energy costs to
consumers, and reduce economic losses due to
interruptions and delays]

Delete; see # 1004

1005

Encourage the State to expand the harbor site to
ensure adequate work areas for safe and efficient
transporting/handling of cargo, containers, and
heavy equipment while not adversely impacting
flows of traffic along Hana Highway and
Ka`ahumanu and Pu`unene Avenues.

Delete; see # 1004

1006

Encourage the State to safely separate passenger
(cruise and ferry) operations from hazardous bulk
fuels and heavy cargo transporting operations, while
not decreasing harbor's capacity to safely support
various recreational uses.

Delete; see # 1004

1007
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HARBORS AND AIRPORTS

ACTIONS

ITEM

2/22/2010

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Encourage the State to develop cargo inspecting site
and facility for efficient cargo and container
processing and transporting.

Encourage the State to develop cargo inspecting site
and facility for efficient cargo and container
processing and transporting and to prevent alien
species entry.

Delete; see # 1004

1008

Support a State/County task force to study the
feasibility of a second commercial harbor on Maui.

1009

Work with the State to immediately fund/develop
Kahului Harbor expansion and upgrade facilities, as
well as hardening piers to efficiently handle
increased volumes of cargo/bulk products
transported by modern vessels.

Delete; see # 1004

1010

Work with the State to immediately fund/develop
bulk delivery pier for increasing volumes of
fuel/hazardous chemical transfers and enlarge
storage capacities to reduce vulnerabilities and take
maximum advantage of lower delivery costs
available from modern, larger, and deeper drafting
vessels/barges.

Delete; see # 1004

1011

Work with the State to acquire properties
surrounding Kahului Harbor to expand and develop
safe/efficient delivery and movement of increased
volume of heavy-cargo, container traffic, and lessthan-container load shipments.

Delete; see # 1004

1012

Actively pursue the State to immediately fund and
develop Kahului West Breakwater land with
facilities for passenger-vehicle (cruise and ferry)
operations, while not impacting recreational uses.

Delete; see # 1004

1013

Work with the State to immediately transfer DLNR
breakwater land to DOT-Harbor Division to design,
fund, and develop cargo/passenger-vehicle
processing, as well as recreational support facilities
at Kahului Harbor's West Breakwater.

Delete; see # 1004

1014

Work with the State to construct a needed alien
species inspection facility at the harbor.

Delete; see # 1004

1015
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HARBORS AND AIRPORTS

ACTIONS

POLICIES

OBJ. 3

ACTION

POLICIES

OBJ. 2

ITEM

2/22/2010

GPAC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Delete obj. 2, policies, and actions

1016

Delete obj. 2, policies, and actions

1017

Delete obj. 2, policies, and actions

1018

Delete; combine into above objective

1019

Encourage State, County and private entities to
jointly determine sites for pier and shoreline
facilities to accommodate recreational and
commercial activities.

Work with public and private entities to provide
adequate pier slips, utilities, repair facilities, and
waste-disposal capabilities.
Move to policy under objective 1.

1020

Provide for needed shore-side facilities and
capabilities to support small boat harbor users, e.g.
repair facilities, parking, cold storage, mass transit
connections.

Delete; see # 1020

1021

Provide boat-owners with adequate pier slips,
utilities, repair facilities, waste-disposal capabilities,
and yacht berthing/ launch/recovery services.

Delete; see # 1020

1022

Develop plans and funding mechanisms to stimulate
shore-side improvements to small boat harbors.

Delete; see # 1020

1023

Better assessment of the feasibility of a second
commercial harbor.

Encourage a joint State and County study group to
investigate and identify the feasibility of a second
Maui commercial harbor.

Conduct jointly with the State a harbors study to
develop recommendations and if feasible, a funding
mechanism and design plans for a second
commercial harbor.

Establish more economically thriving and
environmentally sensitive small boat harbors
accommodating residents/businesses activities
including fishing, recreation, and tour boats.

MPC
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HARBORS AND AIRPORTS
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

OBJ. 4

Work jointly with State, County, and private entities
to regularly report progress on projects and
implementing initiatives.
Upgraded airport facilities to serve the needs of
passengers and freight movements.

Upgraded airport facilities and navigation aids to
serve the needs of passengers, freight movements,
and general aviation.

POLICIES

Encourage State, County, and private entities to
prepare Kahului airport improvement plans.

ACTIONS

NO.

Delete; see Monitoring and Evaluation chapter 10

1024

Upgraded airport facilities and navigation aids
to serve the needs of passengers, freight
movements, and general aviation.
MPC recommendation

1026

Support efforts to improve Kahului Airport
operations to better serve passenger and cargo needs.

Support efforts to improve Kahului Airport
operations to better serve passenger and cargo
needs.
GPAC recommendation

1027

Support efforts to identify sites and plan to relocate
and accommodate small and rotary wing aircraft.

Support efforts to identify sites and plan to relocate
and accommodate small and rotary wing aircraft.
GPAC recommendation

1028

Encourage the State to improve airport safety
including lighting, fuel transmission, fuel safety, etc.

Delete; too broad

1029

Increase the use of mass-transit by relocating some
of the rental car facilities away from Kahului Airport
to locations in West and South Maui.

Delete; see # 759

1030

Delete; see # 760

1031

Encourage the State to maintain airport capacity
and to encourage more responsive air services to
Hana and Kapalua.

1032

Delete; see # 1034

1033

Work with the State to expand Kahului Airport's
capabilities to safely accommodate more efficient
airplanes.

Modernize mass transit (bus, fixed-rail, shuttle, and
taxis, bicycle and pedestrian facilities) to/from
Kahului Airport and not limited to passenger
movements (allowing for luggage and cargo).

PLANNING COMMITTEE

1025

Delete; see chapter 9

Modernize mass transit (bus, fixed-rail, shuttle, and
taxis) to/from Kahului Airport and not limited to
passenger movements (allowing for luggage and
cargo).
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HARBORS AND AIRPORTS
ITEM

GPAC

MPC

DIRECTOR

NO.

Work with the State and Kahului Airport users to:
a. safely accommodate more efficient
airplanes;
b. increase infrastructure investments and
improve operating procedures;
c. implement more efficient and reliable
screening/inspecting of passengers,
luggage, and cargo;
d. identify, and construct airport sites and
hangers for small and rotary wing
aircraft;
e. accommodate mass transit, busses,
shuttles, and taxis; and
f. beautify the airport grounds and access
roads.

1034

Delete; see # 1034

1035

Work with the State to develop plans that modernize
and construct Kahului Airport facilities to
accommodate mass transit, busses, shuttles, and
taxis.

Delete; see # 1034

1036

Work with the State to install at Kahului and other
Maui airports renewable power generation to exploit
available (solar and wind) energy resources.

Delete; see # 1034

1037

Work with the State to beautify the airport grounds
and the airport’s access roads.

Delete; see # 1034

1038

Delete; community plan issue

1039

Work with the State and air carriers to achieve the
following:
i.
Increase infrastructure investments and
improve operating procedures that reduce
Kahului Airport's operating costs and
increase passenger comfort/ safety; and
ii.
Implement more efficient and reliable
screening/inspecting of passengers, luggage,
and cargo.

Work with the State to study, identify, and construct
airport sites for small and rotary wing aircraft.

Work with the State to study, identify, and construct
airport sites and hanger for small and rotary wing
aircraft.

Encourage the State to maintain airport capacity and to
encourage more responsive air services to Hana and
Kapalua.
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